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A B S T R A C T   

The preparation of functional photopolymer nanocomposites is affected by both the physical and chemical in-
teractions of nanoparticles (NPs) and polymer resin. Some NPs, such as semiconducting metal oxides, may 
contribute by their photocatalytic behavior and electron transfer, influencing the kinetics of the photo-
polymerization reaction. This study has investigated the complex effect of titanium dioxide (TiO2) NPs in anatase 
and rutile form on the conversion, kinetics, and printability of free-radical and cationic photopolymerization 
resin. Two different polymorphs of TiO2 NPs ensured identical chemical properties, but different physical effects 
related to their varying band gap energies and electron transfer efficiency. These parameters were found to be 
crucial for influencing the photopolymerization kinetics. While rutile showed a more pronounced enhancement 
of the free-radical photopolymerization’s conversion and kinetics, cationic photopolymerization was favourably 
affected only by anatase NPs due to the photosensitization effect. These findings are critical in understanding and 
designing functional nanocomposite materials processed by vat photopolymerization 3D printing that could find 
use in optical, medical, or environmental applications.   

1. Introduction 

Vat photopolymerization 3D printing is an additive manufacturing 
technique known for its accessibility, highest resolution, and smoothest 
surface among the affordable 3D printers. On the other hand, this 
method offers only a limited number of photopolymerizable materials 
compatible with the common 3D printers [1]. The most frequently used 
commercial resins are based on acrylates and methacrylates, cured 
through the free-radical mechanism, followed by cationically polymer-
ized epoxy resins [2]. The free-radical mechanism is favored for the fast 
propagation, allowing high printing speeds, and termination, which 
prevents overpolymerization and improves the print’s dimensional ac-
curacy. On the other hand, the advantages of cationic photoinitiation are 
insensitivity to oxygen inhibition, minimal sensitivity to water, lower 
shrinkage, and the possibility of dark curing, i.e., reacting even after 

light exposure ceased [3–6]. The lack of material variability could be 
partially substituted by adding nanofillers due to their impact on me-
chanical, thermal, optical, and functional properties [7–9]. The most 
commonly used nanofillers in vat 3D printing are carbon nanoparticles 
(NPs) [10–13], metal NPs [14,15], and metal oxide NPs [7,16–19]. 

Certain photoactive NPs, including semiconducting metal oxides, 
such as ZnO, TiO2, or Fe2O3, have been reported to act as free-radical 
photoinitiators and photosensitizers. The photocatalytic ability of NPs 
depends on their band gap energy, which must be equal to or smaller 
than the energy of the curing light to generate charge carriers [20–23]. 
Upon illumination with light of suitable energy, these semiconducting 
NPs generate free electrons (e− ) in the conduction band and free holes 
(h+) in the valence band, which are subsequently transferred to the NP 
surface and initiate curing (Fig. S1). Photocatalytic NPs can potentially 
replace harmful substances used as commercial photoinitiators [24,25]. 
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During the free-radical photoinitiation (Fig. S2), the photoinitiator, 
such as the phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide (BAPO), 
is illuminated with light, leading to the singlet excited state (1PI), triplet 
excited state (3PI), and subsequently, photofragmentation. That gener-
ates a radical pair through α-cleavage process. These radicals react with 
monomer molecules in the propagation step [26]. Moreover, BAPO can 
act as both an electron acceptor and a donor, and it can undergo 
oxidation (of the phenolic group) or reduction (of the carbonate group). 
Free electrons generated in NPs can also react with BAPO and form an 
excited radical state by electron transfer and subsequent photoinitiator 
reduction. Thus, NPs can represent an effective method for free-radical 
photosensitizing. 

The most widely used cationic photoinitiators are diaryliodonium 
salts, also known as ionium salts (IS). Upon light illumination (Fig. S2), 
they create an excited singlet state, which undergoes photodissociation 
via the homolytic or heterolytic mechanism of the low-energy car-
bon‑iodine bond. Typically, the homolytic mechanism prevails, gener-
ating highly reactive aryl radicals and aryl iodonium radical cations 
coordinated with the original salt’s anion as a counterion. The radical 
cation can detach hydrogen from the surrounding monomer and form 
protonic acid, whose strength depends on the type of its anion. It could 
also be generated by heterolytic dissociation. The propagation of pho-
topolymerization then begins with protonic acid reacting with mono-
mers through ring-opening polymerization in the case of epoxy 
monomers [27]. For a cationic mechanism, NPs can act as photosensi-
tizers and absorb light to form excited species, subsequently creating an 
excited complex between diaryliodonium salt and NPs. The onium salt is 
then reduced by the electron transfer, and the unstable intermediate is 
rapidly decomposed, preventing the electron back-transfer. Moreover, 
photosensitizers can also facilitate the reaction and increase the reaction 
yield by extending the wavelength range of effective light absorption 
[28]. 

For commercial vat photopolymerization 3D printers using stereo-
lithography (SLA) or digital light processing (DLP) technology, titania 
(TiO2) represents an ideal semiconducting nanofiller with photo-
catalytic properties. Titania is known to be an excellent photoactive 
compound with a band gap energy of ~3–3.2 eV, depending on its 
polymorph. Moreover, it is a nontoxic, biocompatible, and chemically 
stable compound with outstanding mechanical, optical, and physical 
properties. In nature, titania occurs at ambient pressure in three natural 
crystalline modifications: anatase, rutile, and brookite [16,29,30]. 
Anatase and rutile polymorphs have been extensively studied for their 
environmental application as photocatalysts in organic pollutant 
degradation. Rutile represents the most stable phase, while anatase is 
metastable and can be transferred to rutile after heating [31]. They both 
have tetragonal crystal lattices characterized by I41/amd and P42/mnm 
space groups for anatase and rutile, respectively. 

Charge carriers generated upon light illumination produce reactive 
oxygen species (ROS) at the surface of TiO2 NPs. The surface chemical 
reactions of free electrons and holes produce hydroxyl radicals and su-
peroxide radical anions, which form hydrogen peroxide. These ROS are 
further involved in the photodegradation process of environmental 
contaminants [30,32,33]. The same mechanism based on the photo-
activity of TiO2 can be used in vat 3D printing, where the generated 
charge carriers interact with the polymer resin molecules. 

TiO2 NPs were previously investigated to improve the mechanical 
and thermal properties of 3D-printed nanocomposites [16,34]. In 
addition, titania nanocomposites showed a higher photocatalytic effi-
ciency in environmental applications than bare individual NPs due to 
the reduced rate of charge carrier recombination caused by better 
charge separation on the photocatalyst surface [35–37]. As photo-
polymerization reactions are carried out under mild conditions, vat 3D 
printing with TiO2 can lead to various applications in biomedicine, 
dentistry, sensor production, or wastewater treatment [38,39]. Other 
advanced applications can be achieved by modifying TiO2 NPs with 
dopants [40,41] or surface functionalization [42]. 

Nevertheless, the growing demand for these materials requires 
further study of the photopolymerization kinetics. NPs interact chemi-
cally with the reaction by interacting with the surrounding polymer 
chains at the NP surface and physically through light scattering or ab-
sorption and the nanoreinforcement effect [7,43]. All these effects, 
including NP photoactivity, alter the photopolymerization kinetics, 
resulting in different conversion degrees – a critical factor determining 
the nanocomposites’ thermomechanical and functional properties 
[13,16]. Although several studies have already addressed the vat 3D 
printing process using TiO2 NPs, their effect on the reaction mechanism, 
particularly cationic photoinitiation, has not been sufficiently described. 

Herein, TiO2 NPs in two forms (anatase and rutile) were used to 
determine their impact on photopolymerization kinetics using free- 
radical and cationic types of representative 3D printing curable resins. 
Anatase and rutile have identical chemical compositions but exhibit 
different band gap energies, enabling us to understand better the 
physical effects of nanocomposite photopolymerization. The course of 
the photopolymerization reaction was related to different processing 
parameters, e.g., curing light wavelength and intensity, curing time, or 
NP concentration. The photopolymerization kinetics was monitored by 
real-time FTIR and photo-DSC analyses, while the printability was 
studied using Jacobs working curves. In addition, the distribution of NPs 
within the polymer matrix was monitored, as it is a vital processing 
parameter to obtain uniform properties in the entire nanocomposite 
volume. 

2. Experimental 

2.1. Materials 

A UV photosensitive radical resin was mixed from a urethane acry-
late oligomer (CN966H90) and two acrylic monomers (SR900, SR833S) 
obtained from Arkema (France) in the weight ratio 4: 3: 3 with an 
addition of 4% of phenylbis (2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)-phosphine oxide 
(BAPO) as a type I photoinitiator. Cationic resin was mixed from 3,4- 
epoxycyclohexylmethyl 3,4-epoxycyclohexanecarboxylate (ECC) and 
neopentyl glycol diglycidyl ether (NGDE), both purchased from Sigma- 
Aldrich (Germany), in the weight ratio of 7: 3. The cationic photo-
initiator (7-(2-cyano-2-phenylvinyl)-2,3-dihydrothieno[3,4-b][1,4] 
dioxin-5-yl)(phenyl)iodonium hexafluorostibate(V) synthesized at the 
Photo Hitech Ltd. was used at 1% w/w [44]. The anatase (10–25 nm) 
and rutile (30 nm) polymorphs of titanium dioxide (TiO2) NPs were 
obtained from Nanoshell (UK) and used as received. 

2.2. 3D printing and curing 

The nanocomposite formulations were mixed with a magnetic stirrer 
and sonicated with an ultrasonic tip (Bandelin Sonopuls, Germany) to 
secure a good NP dispersion. The samples based on free-radical resin 
were 3D printed with the Original Prusa SL1S printer (Prusa, Czech 
Republic), which is a VPP-LED 3D printer using masked stereo-
lithography (M-SLA) technology, equipped with a 405 nm UV LED 
source (2.07 mW⋅cm− 2). All free-radical samples for STEM observation 
were 3D printed with first layer exposure of 20 s, while exposure of all 
other layers was 8 s, and subjected to further analysis with post-curing at 
40 ◦C for 10 min using the Original Prusa CW1 curing and washing unit 
(Prusa, Czech Republic) with an irradiation intensity of 10 mW⋅cm− 2. 
The cationic resin-based samples were 3D printed with the Nobel 1.0 A 
(XYZprinting, Taiwan) VPP 3D printer using 405 nm laser stereo-
lithography (SLA) technology with a maximum light intensity of 15.67 
mW⋅cm− 2. 

2.3. Optical and electrochemical properties 

Raman measurement was carried out using the Confocal Raman 
imaging system Alpha 300 R (Witec, Germany) with a green 532 nm 
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laser, 15 mW laser power, 600 g⋅cm− 1 grating, and an optical micro-
scope with a 10× magnification lens. The integration time was set to 1 s 
and the number of accumulations to 20. 

Diffusion reflectance spectroscopy (DRS) was performed using a V- 
770 double-beam UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer (Jasco, Japan). The 
powdered NPs were measured with the aid of the integrating sphere ISN- 
923 to obtain absorbance and diffuse reflectance simultaneously. The 
band gap was established by the tools in the OEM software according to 
the Tauc plot: 

αhν = A
(
hν − Eg

)n (1)  

where α is the absorption coefficient, h is Planck constant, υ is the fre-
quency of photons, A is the proportional constant, Eg is the band gap 
energy, and n is a constant dependent on the sample transition equal to 
0.5 or 2 for the direct and indirect allowed transitions, respectively. The 
measured reflectance spectra were transformed into the absorption 
spectra by the Kubelka-Munk function [45]. 

Photolysis was measured under exposure to VIS-LED-405 led light 
(M405L2) powered by a DC2200 regulated power supply (both Thorlabs 
Inc., USA). 1 mg of NPs dispersed in 25 mL of acetonitrile were sonicated 
(Bandelin Sonopuls, Germany) and then photolyzed in a quartz cuvette 
for 20 min with a forward current of the 405 nm LED set to 100 mA. UV- 
VIS spectra were recorded using a weak broadband beam from a UV/VIS 
deuterium-halogen light source (SL5, StellarNet USA). 

Electrochemical properties were determined by cyclic voltammetry 
(CV). Measurements were carried out with an electrochemical analyzer 
M161 and an electrode support M164 (from MTM-ANKO, Cracow, 
Poland). The experiments were carried out in a three-electrode config-
uration with a platinum-core electrode with a diameter of 1 mm as the 
working electrode, a silver chloride electrode as the reference electrode, 
and a supporting platinum electrode in the form of a wire with a 
diameter of 0.7 mm. A 0.1 M solution of tetrabutylammonium hexa-
fluorophosphate (from Sigma Aldrich) in acetonitrile was used as the 
base electrolyte. The tests were conducted for solutions of the test 
compounds in acetonitrile, which were previously degassed using argon. 
The scanning rate of the sample was 0.1 V/s, and ferrocene was used as a 
standard. The CV experiments were conducted in triplicate and the 
experimentally determined measurement error is 1.53 mV. 

2.4. Assessment of photopolymerization kinetics and printability 

Photopolymerization kinetics was monitored by real-time FTIR 
spectroscopy with an FT/IR-6700 spectrometer (Jasco, Japan). The 
sample was cured using two different light sources: 365 nm M365L3 and 
405 nm M405L4 VIS-LED diodes regulated by a DC2200 power supply 
(all Thorlabs Inc., USA). The intensity of the emitted light was controlled 
by the forward current. The radical resin was cured using 365 and 405 
nm LEDs at two different levels of light irradiance (1.15 mW⋅cm− 2 and 
1.75 mW⋅cm− 2) corresponding to the current of 2.5 mA and 10 mA. 

The cationic resin was cured only with the 405 nm at 4.87 mW⋅cm− 2 

(≈ 100 mA). A small amount of sample was placed between two poly-
propylene films to reduce the oxygen inhibition (for the free-radical 
mechanism) or onto a barium fluoride pellet (for the cationic composi-
tion). The change in FTIR absorbance peaks was continually measured 
for 200–800 s while the samples were irradiated by the LED. The curing 
of the free-radical resin was evaluated from the C––C acrylic double 
bond signal between 1610 and 1640 cm− 1. The cationic resin was 
tracked by the 760–830 cm− 1 and 850–950 cm− 1 peaks corresponding to 
the ECC and NGDE vibrations, respectively. The conversion X was 
calculated from the decreasing peak area according to the formula: 

X(%) =

(

1 −
Aafter

Abefore

)

• 100 (2)  

where Abefore and Aafter represent the peak area before and after the 

polymerization. We note that the standard deviation of the final con-
version is very small, at 0.75 pp. 

Photo-DSC measurements were performed using Discovery DSC (TA 
Instruments, USA) under isothermal conditions at 25 ◦C. A small amount 
of samples (15 μL) in uncovered aluminium pans was illuminated by 
continuous non-pulsing 405 nm M405L4 VIS-LED diode (Thorlabs Inc., 
USA) with a light irradiance of 2.07 mW⋅cm− 2 for free-radical samples 
and 15.67 mW⋅cm− 2 for cationic samples. The light irradiance was 
chosen close to the illumination capabilities of the respective 3D printers 
used in this study. The first 60 s of the measurement were used to collect 
a stable baseline in dark conditions. The illumination onset, marking the 
start of the photocuring, was set to t = 0 min. The heat flow rate dQ/dt 
was calculated as the first derivative of the heat flow using the in-built 
functions of the TRIOS OEM software. 

Jacobs working curves express the printability of the material. They 
comprise a logarithmic linear plot of cure depth (Cd) and the curing 
energy (E0), which is determined by the irradiation intensity and curing 
time. The critical energy (Ec) required to initiate the photo-
polymerization of a solid layer is calculated as the intersection of the 
Jacobs working curve with the x-axis. The slope of the Jacobs working 
curve defines the penetration depth (Dp), at which the penetrating light 
intensity falls to e− 1 of the surface intensity. The light penetration 
through the resin follows the Beer-Lambert relationship, and the basic 
Jacobs curve equation is expressed as: 

Cd = Dp • ln
[

E0

Ec

]

(3) 

To construct the Jacobs working curves, square geometries (10 × 10) 
mm2 were printed with curing times varying between 10 and 60 s and 
120–480 s for the free-radical and cationic samples, respectively. 

2.5. Structural analysis 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) observations 
were performed on 70 nm ultramicrotome cuts with a Mira 3 XMU 
microscope (Tescan, Czech Republic) in a bright field at 30 kV accel-
eration voltage. The Ultrasmall-angle X-ray scattering (USAXS) samples 
were 3D printed in the dimensions of (25 × 25) mm2 square with a 1 mm 
thickness and measured with a SmartLab 9 kW X-ray diffractometer 
(Rigaku, Japan) at 45 kV and 150 mA. The 2θ values ranged between 
0.05 and 0.5◦, and the step degree was 0.0010. The time duration for 
each sample measurement was 22 min. Nano solver software was used to 
find the nanoparticle distribution by removing the background using the 
reference measurement using an unfilled reference sample followed by 
slit information(Ge220), scale factor (0.0001), particle pore size anal-
ysis, and particle size distribution. Notably, the average diameter relates 
to the size of aggregates/clusters rather than individual NPs. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Optical characterization 

Firstly, the purity of TiO2 NPs was verified by Raman spectroscopy 
[30]. Anatase exhibits active Raman vibrations with the absorption 
maxima at 143.1 cm− 1 (Eg(1)), 195.3 cm− 1 (Eg(2)), 395.4 cm− 1 (B1g(1)), 
515.9 cm− 1 (B1g(2) + A1g) and 637.4 cm− 1 (Eg(3)). On the other hand, 
rutile exhibits active Raman vibrations with maxima at 143.1 cm− 1 

(B1g), 446.0 cm− 1 (Eg), and 610.0 cm− 1 (A1g). On top of that, rutile 
shows a characteristic strong second-order Raman scattering with a 
maximum at 238.6 cm− 1 [46,47]. These characteristic vibrational fre-
quencies confirmed the presence of pure anatase and rutile polymorphs 
in the NPs (Fig. S3). 

Secondly, the optical properties of pure TiO2 NPs were assessed by 
determining the band gap energy and optical stability. Therefore, 
anatase and rutile were subjected to DRS and photolysis [43]. The 
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absorbance spectra and the Tauc plot with a graphically indicated Eg 
determination are shown in Fig. S4. TiO2 is an indirect band gap semi-
conductor, giving the n = 0.5. The detected Eg was 3.16 eV and 2.97 eV 
for anatase and rutile, respectively. That corresponds to wavelengths of 
392 nm and 417 nm, respectively. Therefore, the 405 nm light used for 
curing has an energy above the rutile’s band gap but below that of the 
anatase. 

The rutile and anatase photostability was investigated on NPs 
dispersed in acetonitrile under irradiation with 405 nm light (Fig. 1). In 
both cases, the NPs absorbance continuously decreased with the illu-
mination time, indicating either an interaction between the NPs and the 
incident photons or sedimentation. While the anatase’s absorption in-
tensity decreased in time, probably due to the sedimentation, rutile 
showed increasing absorption but also qualitative changes in the spec-
trum’s shape (Fig. 1). That manifests physicochemical changes on the 
rutile’s surface through the creation of free electrons and holes as 
photoproducts. 

3.2. Electrochemical characterization 

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) is an electrochemical technique studying 
molecular species’ reduction and oxidation processes. This technique 
can also be employed in investigating electron transfer-initiated chem-
ical reactions, such as catalysis [48]. As described above, BAPO can 
undergo both oxidation and reduction, which can be detected as peaks in 
cyclic voltammograms (Fig. 2). On the other hand, TiO2 NPs can 
generate charge carriers only under light illumination with sufficient 
energy, and they showed no significant electron-transfer processes 
during CV measurement under dark conditions (Fig. S5). 

Nevertheless, TiO2 NPs were found to act as sensitizers when tested 
in connection with the BAPO free-radical photoinitiator. As both 
oxidation and reduction of BAPO photoinitiator are possible, CV mea-
surement was performed in two separate cycles to evaluate these indi-
vidual processes, each consisting of two consecutive scans (oxidation/ 
reduction or reduction/oxidation). In the reduction cycle, BAPO 
exhibited a reduction peak during the reductional scan coupled to an 
opposite reverse peak during the oxidational scan (Fig. 2A). These peaks 
are characterized by the peak potentials (Ep1 and Ep2, respectively) and 
the half-wave potential of the redox reaction (E1/2), describing the po-
tential at which half of the oxidation or reduction took place during the 
CV experiment (Table 1). The peak currents (ip1, ip2) determine the 
reversibility of the process (Table 1). In general, as the difference be-
tween Ep1 and Ep2 is always >59.2/n mV, where n is a number of 
transferred electrons, all redox reactions taking place through the 

reduction are quasi-reversible. The degree of reversibility could be 
predicted from the ip1/ip2 value. The closer it is to 1, the more reversible 
the reaction is [49]. The example of evaluating the mentioned charac-
teristics is shown in Fig. S6, and the determined values are presented in 
Table 1. The CV analysis clearly showed that rutile NPs had a more 
significant impact on BAPO oxidation while having a lesser negative 
effect on the BAPO reduction than anatase. Therefore, rutile is antici-
pated to yield better photosensitizing properties of the BAPO free- 
radical photoinitiator compared to anatase, as will be verified later. 

Comparing the E1/2 values for the reduction process of pure BAPO 
and BAPO with anatase or rutile, all reductional processes remain quasi- 
reversible. However, both BAPO/NPs mixtures exhibit less negative 
values, indicating a shift in the thermodynamics of an electron-transfer 
to an energetically less favorable redox reaction. That is further sup-
ported by the peak potentials (Ep1, Ep2), where the reduction peaks (Ep1) 
are shifted to less negative values while the reverse oxidation peaks (Ep2) 
are shifted to more negative values (Table 1). This shift was more pro-
nounced for anatase compared to rutile. Additionally, anatase NPs 
significantly increase the ip1/ip2 ratio, indicating that the reaction is less 
reversible than for pure BAPO. 

The second cycle determined only a single oxidation peak in the 
oxidational scan (Fig. 2B). The absence of a reverse peak during the 
consecutive reductional scan indicates the reaction’s irreversibility, 
concluding that the redox reactions at the electrodes occur in a non- 
equilibrium state. Irreversible reactions can be characterized only by 
the peak potential (Ep1). Anatase and rutile NPs lowered the Ep1 values, 
indicating that the NPs move the reaction to lower potentials due to 
enhanced reaction kinetics or reaction rate. The CV analysis clearly 
showed that rutile NPs had a more significant impact on BAPO oxidation 
while having a lesser negative effect on the BAPO reduction than 
anatase. Therefore, rutile is anticipated to yield better photosensitizing 
properties of the BAPO free-radical photoinitiator compared to anatase, 
as will be verified later. 

TiO2 NPs can also act as a photosensitizer of ionium salt (IS) in 
cationic photopolymerization. In general, IS acts as an electron acceptor, 
whereas NPs represent electron donors in the system. That infers a 
preferential oxidation process in the system. Nevertheless, IS reduction 
(Fig. 3A) could also be carried out at appropriate potential where NPs 
act as electron acceptors. A sole peak in the reductional scan assumes an 
irreversible reaction. Nevertheless, a shift to lower values of peak po-
tentials (Table 2) can be observed after the NP addition, which means 
that both types of TiO2 NPs favourably influence the reaction. 

On the other hand, the IS oxidation is quasi-reversible (Fig. 3B), due 
to the second reversible peak in the reductive scan, even though the peak 

Fig. 1. Photolysis of anatase and rutile nanoparticles dispersed in acetonitrile shows a decay of absorption intensity caused by illumination with 405 nm light. The 
band gap energies of anatase and rutile NPs correspond to 392 nm and 417 nm, respectively (Fig. S4). 
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currents ratio (ip1/ip2) is far from 1. However, anatase and rutile NPs 
antagonistically affect the reaction course. Anatase increases the 
measured current, lowers the E1/2, Ep1 and Ep2 potentials and also de-
creases ip1/ip2, improving the process’ reversibility. Therefore, anatase 
NPs improve the electron-transfer thermodynamics by increasing the 

kinetics or reaction rate, implying photosensitizing ability in conjunc-
tion with the cationic photoinitiator. On the contrary, rutile NPs shift 
these properties in opposite directions to higher values, indicating an 
adverse effect on the electron-transfer efficiency. 

Fig. 2. Reduction (A) and oxidation (B) of pure BAPO and mixture of BAPO with anatase and rutile nanoparticles measured by cyclic voltammetry using acetonitrile 
as a solvent, 0.1 M solution of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate as the base electrolyte, 1 mm platinum-core working electrode, Ag/AgCl reference 
electrode, and 0.7 mm supporting platinum electrode at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s. The experimentally determined measurement error is 1.53 mV. 

Table 1 
Values of half-wave potential of redox reaction (E1/2), peak potentials (Ep1, Ep2) 
and ratio of peak currents (ip1/ip2) for reduction and oxidation processes of the 
free-radical photoinitiator obtained from cyclic voltammetry. The experimen-
tally determined measurement error is 1.53 mV.   

Reduction Oxidation 

Sample E1/2 (mV) Ep1 (mV) Ep2 (mV) ip1/ 
ip2 

Ep1 (mV) 

BAPO − 1423 − 1496 − 1350 0.96 2567 
BAPO + Anatase NPs − 1415 − 1472 − 1358 1.15 2543 
BAPO + Rutile NPs − 1416 − 1476 − 1356 1.02 2537  

Fig. 3. Reduction (A) and oxidation (B) of pure ionium salt (IS) and a mixture of IS with anatase and rutile nanoparticles measured by cyclic voltammetry using 
acetonitrile as a solvent, 0.1 M solution of tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate as the base electrolyte, 1 mm platinum-core working electrode, Ag/AgCl 
reference electrode, and 0.7 mm supporting platinum electrode at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s. The experimentally determined measurement error is 1.53 mV. 

Table 2 
Values of the half-wave potential of redox reaction (E1/2), peak potentials (Ep1, 
Ep2) and the ratio of peak currents (ip1/ip2) for reduction and oxidation processes 
of the iodonium salt photoinitiator obtained from cyclic voltammetry. The 
experimentally determined measurement error is 1.53 mV.   

Reduction Oxidation 

Sample Ep1 (mV) E1/2 (mV) Ep1 (mV) Ep2 (mV) ip1/ip2 

IS − 311 1891 1840 1942 2.85 
IS + Anatase − 388 1884 1832 1935 2.26 
IS + Rutile − 388 1899 1844 1953 2.88  
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3.3. Nanoparticle dispersion 

Particle spatial distribution is an essential factor determining the 
intensity of interfacial interactions near the NP surface. Due to attractive 
Van der Waals forces, NPs tend to aggregate or agglomerate into clus-
ters, reducing the effective surface area exposed to monomer/polymer 
[50]. On the other hand, a uniform NP dispersion results in a larger 
surface area and lowers the heterogeneity throughout the body volume 
due to the better distribution of the nanoreinforcement effect. NP 
dispersion was characterized on 3D-printed free-radical acrylic com-
posites by USAXS analysis and STEM observations. The average diam-
eter determined by USAXS (Table 3) is approximately 6–15 times larger 
than the size of individual particles, suggesting the presence of clusters. 
[8] Therefore, slightly weakened interfacial effects could be expected in 
the system compared to the individually dispersed particles. Rutile 
(~200–230 nm) and anatase (~150 nm) clusters scale in almost the 
same ratio as the NP size (30 nm and 10–25 nm, respectively). The 
differences may be caused by variance in surface energy and space 
groups of the two TiO2 polymorphs. 

This finding correlates with the cluster density, represented by 
number of NP clusters per mm2 of the 70 nm thick ultramicrotome cut 
observed by STEM (Fig. S7–8), which showed nearly linear dependence 
on the NP concentration (Fig. 4). Anatase formed more clusters than 
rutile at almost all tested concentrations because of its smaller particle 
and cluster size. The deviation at small concentrations was considered 
insignificant and attributed to experimental error because STEM pro-
vides only local information from areas of typically tens to hundreds of 
microns. Therefore, the number of clusters is more susceptible to 
experimental error than the size obtained from SAXS, especially at the 
low-concentration boundaries. Moreover, the number of clusters is 
estimated from a 2D projection in ultramicrotome cuts, which are only 
70 nm, approx. 2–3 times thinner than the cluster size, distorting the 
probability distribution function. Finally, SAXS supposedly over-
estimates the cluster size due to incorporating polymer chains trapped 
between the particles inside the cluster into the overall size of the in-
clusions. Nevertheless, we conclude that the same dispersion quality was 
maintained within the tested concentration range, so the dispersion- 
related effects, such as varying curing efficiency [13] or mechanical 
properties [9], could be neglected in our conclusions. 

3.4. Free-radical photopolymerization 

Photopolymerization is generally a first-order reaction consisting of 
photodecomposition, initiation, propagation, chain transfer, and 
termination. The kinetics of all reaction steps is affected by the 
composition of the system, the amount and activity of the photoinitiator, 
the presence of the photosensitizer, oxygen inhibition, temperature, and 
other complex factors [51]. The effect of TiO2 NPs on the kinetics of the 
free-radical acrylic resin was monitored in the range between 0.05 and 5 
wt% of NPs by real-time FTIR, photo-DSC, and Jacobs working curves. 
The real-time FTIR revealed the dependence of acrylic double bond 
conversion X on the reaction time. The photopolymerization kinetics 
curve is characterized by a slope expressing the conversion rate dX/dt 
and the final conversion (Fig. 5) [48]. The band gap energies of anatase 
and rutile NPs correspond to 392 nm and 417 nm, respectively (Fig. S4). 
Therefore, the real-time FTIR was performed at 365 (Fig. S9A) and 405 

nm (Fig. S10A) light exposure to investigate the role of the band gap on 
the photocuring. 

Using a 405 nm LED light (Fig. 5A, B), both anatase and rutile NPs 
showed higher final conversions than the unfilled radical resin (80.6%) 
at all investigated NP concentrations. Nevertheless, higher conversion 
rates were observed for rutile (up to 88%), correlating well with the CV 
results (Fig. 2). Since the photon energy (3.06 eV) exceeds the rutile’s Eg 
(2.97 eV), the incident photons can excite charge carriers within NP. 
These subsequently enter the reaction as a photoinitiator or photosen-
sitizer. On the other hand, the Eg of anatase (3.16 eV) is higher than the 
photon energy, which prevents the formation of free charge carriers. 
However, UV LED light sources, including that in the SL1S 3D printer, 
produce a narrow distribution spectrum around the maximum wave-
length rather than a strictly monodisperse light [52]. Therefore, a small 
portion of the emitted photons exceeds in energy also the anatase’s Eg, 
granting the anatase some photoactivity at these conditions and 
increasing the final conversion. The same trend can be seen in Fig. 5B, 
where both anatase and rutile increase the dX/dt, while rutile has a more 
pronounced effect. 

The final conversion of pure unfilled resin is higher at 365 nm than at 
405 nm (Fig. 5C, D) because of the higher BAPO’s absorbance at lower 
wavelengths (Fig. S14). The NP effect is marginal at low concentrations 
(≤ 1 wt%). However, higher NP content deteriorates the final conver-
sion (Fig. 5C) and dX/dt (Fig. 5D), which may signify the predominance 
of competing reactions (e.g., recombination, thermalization or trap-
ping). Moreover, rutile has a more pronounced adverse effect than 
anatase. That indicates not only the light energy (3.40 eV for 365 nm) 
and Eg being important factors, but also the absorption efficiency and 
efficiency of electron transfer influence the course and kinetics of the 
photocatalytic reaction. The more emitted photons able to generate an 
electron-hole pair there are, the higher electron transfer efficiency is 
observed in the semiconductor. Moreover, anatase NPs generally exhibit 
a lower recombination rate [36], causing a higher photocatalytic effi-
ciency at 365 nm. 

The findings described above were also verified using a higher light 
intensity (1.75 mW⋅cm− 2, Fig. S12–13) and thus a higher number of 
emitted photons available for the photoinitiation. The final conversion 
and dX/dt were higher for both 405 and 365 nm compared to lower 
intensity (1.15 mW⋅cm− 2), reaching around 90%. At 405 nm (Fig. S13A, 
B), rutile showed higher conversion and faster kinetics than anatase, yet 
the difference was less prominent than at low intensity exposure and 

Table 3 
Average cluster diameter of nanoparticle clusters fitted from the USAXS data.  

Nanoparticle concentration (wt%) Average cluster diameter (nm) 

Anatase Rutile 

0.05 149.1 240.9 
0.1 151.6 204.0 
0.5 151.5 228.6 
1 155.5 201.8  

Fig. 4. Number of nanoparticle clusters per 1 mm2 of the 70 nm thick ultra-
microtome cut observed by STEM as a function of nanoparticle concentration. 
The lines represent linear fits of the experimental data. 
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their performance became comparable at higher NP concentrations. An 
unchanged trend with anatase providing higher reaction rates and final 
conversions was observed also at 365 nm (Fig. S13C, D). 

Furthermore, the curing kinetics was monitored by photo-DSC 
analysis (Fig. 6A, B) [7]. As can be seen from the maximum of the 
exothermic peak (Fig. 6C), anatase NPs have slightly greater effect than 
rutile at low concentration (≤ 0.5 wt%), but more prominent adverse 
effect at higher concentration. This may be caused by the proportion of 
electron-hole processes occurring inside the NPs after illumination. As 
we documented in our previous work [7], this technique measures the 
heat flow upon light exposure, which can be affected by additional 
enthalpic processes such as free-electron recombination, surface plas-
mon resonance of NPs, or the heterogenous character of the curing re-
action. Besides participating in photopolymerization, free charge 
carriers undergo separation, thermalization, trapping, recombination, 
and final transport to the NP surface. During these processes, the energy 
of charge carriers can be released in the form of heat or light, which will 
affect the measured heat flow [53,54]. Thus, photo-DSC appears to be a 
less reliable technique compared to real-time FTIR. Nevertheless, the 
photo-DSC provides useful auxiliary information on the reaction course 
[50,51]. 

The heat flow rate dQ/dt (Fig. 6D) shows a similar dependence with 
an increasing trend up to approx. 1 wt% of NPs, followed by a decline at 
higher NP concentrations. Free charge carriers are formed on the NP 
surface at the beginning of the reaction due to the illumination. Subse-
quently, the photopolymerization is limited by either the above- 
mentioned reactions of charge carriers or the limited diffusion of 

monomers to the formed radicals. This behavior correlates with a 
decrease in reaction rate with increasing NP content due to a more 
pronounced diffusion limitation, and, potentially, particle aggregation. 

Jacobs working curves (Fig. S15) revealed information about the 
printability of thin polymer layers during the 3D printing process. Ec and 
Dp as functions of the NP concentration are visualized in Fig. 7. Both 
types of NPs decreased the Ec (Fig. 7A) values except for small NP 
concentration (≤ 0.1 wt%). This is in good correlation with real-time 
FTIR (Fig. 5) and photo-DSC analysis (Fig. 6), where a low NP content 
(0.05 wt%) caused no or only a slight increase in the measured values. 
The greatest effect on the photopolymerization reaction was observed by 
all three techniques between 0.1 and 1 wt% of NPs. Above this con-
centration, Ec varies only slightly. The same trend is also observed for Dp 
(Fig. 7B). 

3.5. Cationic photopolymerization 

Finally, the effect of TiO2 NPs on the cationic photopolymerization 
was monitored analogically using real-time FTIR, photo-DSC, and Ja-
cobs working curves. The light irradiance used for real-time FTIR mea-
surement was 4.87 mW⋅cm− 2 (405 and 365 nm), due to longer 
photoinduction times and overall slower reaction kinetics of the cationic 
photoinitiation mechanism. Conversion was deduced from two charac-
teristic peaks – the epoxy group of ECC with a maximum at 790 cm− 1 

(Fig. S16) and the oxirane group of NGDE with a maximum at 910 cm− 1 

(Fig. S17). The final conversions and dX/dt of the ECC epoxy and NGDE 
oxirane groups after 800 s curing at 405 nm are shown as functions of 

Fig. 5. Final conversion of double acrylic bonds of the radical resin and the conversion rate (dX/dt) as a function of the nanoparticle concentration, measured at 405 
nm (A, B) or 365 nm (C, D) with light intensity of 1.15 mW⋅cm− 2. The dashed lines represent a guide for eyes. The standard deviation of final conversion (A, C) is very 
small, at 0.75 pp., and the error bars in (D) merges with the points. 
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the NP concentration in Fig. 8 and S18, respectively. Noteworthy, the 
cationic resin cured at the rate of 0.023 s− 1 (Fig. 8B), nearly two times 
slower than the radical resin (0.043 s− 1, Fig. 5B) despite curing with 

higher intensity light. Analogical data for 365 nm curing are provided in 
Fig. S19–21. 

Semiconducting metal oxide NPs do not act as a photoinitiator 

Fig. 6. Photo-DSC curves of radical resin reinforced with (A) anatase and (B) rutile nanoparticles, (C) maximum of exothermic peak formed during measurement, 
and (D) the heat flow rate (dQ/dt) as a function of nanoparticle concentration measured at 405 nm light wavelength. 

Fig. 7. (A) Critical energy, and (B) penetration depth as a function of nanoparticle concentration for radical resin mixtures containing anatase and rutile NPs cured at 
405 nm. 
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during the cationic polymerization, yet they can bring photosensitizing 
properties, as demonstrated by CV (Fig. 3). Using 405 nm wavelength 
LED light (Fig. 8A, B), anatase NPs increase the final conversions and 
dX/dt of the ECC epoxy groups, compared to the unfilled cationic resin. 
The effect culminates at 1 wt% while high NP loadings (>2.5 wt%) are 
no longer favorable for the reaction course. That correlates well with the 
CV measurement, in which anatase NPs enhance the electron-transfer, 
increasing the kinetics or reaction rate. Conversely to free-radical 
resin, rutile NPs bring no improvement to the final conversion and 
dX/dt (Fig. 8A, B) at 405 nm curing. Similar results with nearly no 
change in dX/dt is observed for both rutile and anatase at 365 nm curing 
(Fig. 8D). Despite NPs increasing the final conversions (Fig. 8C), it 
suggests that the photosensitizing capability of the semiconductive NPs 
to the cationic photopolymerization is driven by their electron-transfer 
properties. On the contrary, photoexcitation cancels the photosensitiz-
ing effect. Similar results were obtained when analyzing the conversion 
of the oxirane group of NGDE, shown in Fig. S17 and S20. 

The photo-DSC curves of the pure cationic resin and its nano-
composite mixtures are shown in Fig. 9A, B. The maximum of endo-
thermic peak and the rate of heat flow rate (dQ/dt) are provided in 
Fig. 9C, D, respectively. The cationic polymerization generates weaker 
heat flow with less pronounced maxima (Fig. 9A, B) than the free-radical 
resin (Fig. 6), corresponding to its slower curing rate. Accordingly, the 
reaction onset represented by dQ/dt rate is also slower (Fig. 9D). 

The heat flow maxima revealed that anatase enhances the heat flow 
at low concentrations (< 1 wt%), while higher anatase concentration or 
rutile NPs reduced the detected heat flow (Fig. 9C). That, similar to real- 

time FTIR, points to the anatase’s photosensitizing ability to the cationic 
resin. However, the detected heat flow consists not only of the reaction 
heat but also of electron-hole processes occurring on the NP surface in 
the case of the radical resin. Nevertheless, the presented results explain 
the puzzling discrepancy in the frontal polymerization (FP) in the 
presence of SiO2 NPs (band gap ≈ 9 eV). FP is a special regime of 
polymerization propagating as front self-sustained by the reaction heat 
generated in the neighboring region. The front propagation rate is sen-
sitive to the reaction heat evolution and any potential heat losses. 
Davtyan, et al. [55] reported no propagation rate variance for FP of free- 
radical acrylics up to NP content of 20 wt%. On the contrary, Lepcio, 
et al. [56] observed that 1 vol% of NPs (≈ 2.5 wt%) significantly slow 
down the propagation and even disrupt the frontal regime of cationic 
epoxy formulation in some cases. These findings correlate well with the 
currently presented results, concluding that the kinetical changes are 
tied to the specific reaction mechanism of the FP formulation. 

The cationic resin was 3D printed with the laser SLA technology 
providing higher irradiance (15.67 mW⋅cm− 2) than the M-SLA equipped 
with LEDs used for the free-radical acrylic resin due to its slower pho-
topolymerization. The Ec (Fig. 10A) and Dp (Fig. 10B) dependence on the 
NP concentration obtained from the Jacobs working curves (Fig. S22) 
further confirm its slower curing. While the cationic resin’s Ec (404.7 
mJ⋅cm2) is roughly 100 times higher than that of the free-radical resin 
(3.89 mJ⋅cm2), the Dp is even 190 times larger, taking the values of 21.5 
and 0.113 mm for the cationic and free-radical resin, respectively. 

In contrast to the free-radical mechanism, the incorporation of TiO2 
NPs into the cationic resin mostly increased Ec (Fig. 10A). As expected, 

Fig. 8. Final conversion of the ECC epoxy group (A, C), the conversion rate (dX/dt) as a function of the nanoparticle concentration (B, D), measured at 405 nm (A, B) 
or 365 nm (C, D) with light intensity 4.87 mW⋅cm− 2. The dashed lines represent a guide for eyes. The standard deviation of final conversion (A, C) is very small, at 
0.75 pp. 
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anatase performed better than rutile, having a less pronounced adverse 
effect on the Ec. On the other hand, anatase NPs decreased Dp at all 
concentrations above 0.25 wt% unfilled cationic resin. However, the 
observed Ec and Dp values for anatase and rutile NPs correlate well with 

real-time FTIR and photo-DSC data. This also provides further evidence 
of the electron-transfer importance in the cationic polymerization pho-
tosensitizing by semiconductor metal oxide NPs. 

Fig. 9. Photo-DSC curves of cationic resin reinforced with (A) anatase and (B) rutile nanoparticles, (C) maximum of exothermic peak formed during measurement, 
and (D) the heat flow rate (dQ/dt) as a function of nanoparticle concentration measured 405 nm light wavelength. 

Fig. 10. (A) Critical energy and (B) penetration depth as a function of nanoparticle concentration for cationic resin filled with anatase and rutile cured at 405 nm.  
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4. Conclusions 

This study investigated the incorporation of anatase and rutile 
polymorphs of TiO2 NPs into a free-radical acrylic and cationic epoxy 
photopolymer 3D printing resin. The emphasis was placed on the 
different band gap energies of NPs, which lied below (rutile) and above 
(anatase) the photon energy at 405 nm, the wavelength used by common 
3D printers. In addition, different processing parameters, e.g., the light 
wavelength, the light intensity, or the NP concentration, were tested to 
gain a complex understanding of the NP influence on the photocuring 
process. Our results suggest that both anatase and rutile are capable of 
photocatalytic effect, in which free charge carriers directly initiate the 
free-radical polymerization, yet the effectivity depends on the band gap 
energy, curing wavelength, light absorption efficiency and the electron 
transfer efficiency. At 405 nm, rutile increases the monomer conversion 
and reaction kinetics up to 1 wt%. However, anatase outperformed 
rutile at 365 nm as a consequence of a lower recombination rate. 

On the other hand, the TiO2 NPs interaction with the cationic pho-
topolymerization followed a different mechanism. To the best of au-
thors’ knowledge, this has not been reported in any previous study. The 
NPs did not photoinitiate the reaction, but they acted as a photosensi-
tizer. That means they absorbed light to form excited species, which then 
created an excited complex between the NP and the cationic photo-
initiator, thereby facilitating the reaction initiation. A more pronounced 
photosensitizing was observed for anatase, while rutile improved the 
final conversion or curing rate only to a very limited extent. 

Finally, we propose that cyclic voltammetry is an outstanding tech-
nique to analyze the electron transfer processes with semiconducting 
metal oxide NPs in photopolymerization reactions. This technique can 
better compare different mechanisms of the TiO2 influence on the 
photoinitiation and distinguish between a photoinitiator and a photo-
sensitizer. The acquired data may bring about additional progress in the 
preparation of polymer nanocomposites reinforced with semiconducting 
metal oxide NPs, which has the potential to facilitate the preparation of 
functional nanocomposite materials using vat 3D printing. 
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